
1969: we reach the goal ... a new decade opens
a week-long dry run as 15 people We have come to the close of a decade in

simulated a post-lunar mission which man surpassed himself in technolog- = i"r_:- . if-crew quarantine, ical achievement at the same time he was _-[
April--Flights with the Lunar suffering increasing doubts about his ability

Landing Training Vehicles were to solve some of the oldest problems of this
resumed after modifications to glob_e -- hunger, poverty, and human strife.

Now a new decade opens with all the old
the control system. Two LLTV problems still before us but with an increas-
pilots, Nell Armstrong and Joseph ing number of voices which say that if man
Algranti, had to "punch out" dur- can organize himself, discipline himself and
ing 1968 when the craft exceed- find the ingenuity to go to the moon surely
ed attitude limits in flight, he can restore his environment and find a i:l

It was announced in April that way to communicate with his brothers.
At the Manned Spacecraft Center we have

Apollo 10 would carry a color had a unique opportunity to share in and to
television camera for relaying shape one of the greatest endeavors in the
earthward a standard-scan color history of the world. The 70's emerge as an

picture, era in which even greater challenges and the _ _>_
MSC Earth Resourcesaircraft tools to meet those challengesseemto come _[_

surveyedseveralsitesin Mexico together.The proven team which has been assem-
under a NASA-Mexican National bled at the Manned Spacecraft Center is a
Commission for Outer Space ag- national resource. It may even be a proto-
reement. The survey included type of the kind of multifaceted organiz-

Since the first glimmer of yea- geology, geothermal, hydrology, ations which will have to be created to meet
son entered the brain of primeval agriculture and oceanography dis- the big problems of the 70's. The chance tooccupy a place in the forefront of the next
man, he has dreamed of reaching ciplines, decade is assured to us if we want it. I know
out and touching the moon. The crew for the second man- you are as anxious as I am to continue in a _,-

In 1969, four men from MSC ned lunar landing was named, place of leadership and equally as sure of otrr
did reach out and touch the moon Charles Conrad, Richard Gordon ability to do the job well, whatever it may

to fulfill not only the ancient and Alan Bean were selected to be.--Robert R. Gilruth, Director, MSC -Mwui_,¢oat,_,'"p.r_,..t&_ ox,wt,wbyM.xl,. t_xcttt,_
dream but also to meet a national man Apollo 12.

goal set eight years earlier. May- Apollo 8 commander I OUNDUPApollo crews went to the moon Frank Borman hung up his space-
three times during the year and suit to become field director for
landed on two of the missions. MSC for coordinating task group

But before a landing could be efforts on manned space station

attempted, the lunar module of and space shuttles for mid-70s NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON, TEXAS
the Apollo spacecraft stack was operations. The aerospace indus- VO[. 9 NO. 5 JANUARY 2, 1970
first checked out in earth orbit on try had received requests for pro-

Apollo 9andApollo10. in lunar orbit on posalsAlanlateshepard,thepreviousfirstAmericanm°nth"Apollo 13 to land at Fra MauroThe dream became a reality in space, went back on flight

July 20 when Apollo 11 corn- status after several years in a The Fra Mauro area has been ing to Launch Complex 39A on NASA is continuing to assess
mander Nell Armstrong stepped dual-only aircraft medical restric- selected as the landing site for December 20. the effects of lunar dust on visi-

bility during the final portion of
off the LM footpad to make his tion because of art inner ear dis- Apollo 13 lunar landing mission, The decision is based on a re- the landing phase as reported by"small step . . . giant leap", order. Later in the year, Shepard and preparations are under way

Apollo 12 brought in the era of was named to command Apollo to meet the March launch win- view of the photographs taken of the Apollo 12 crew.
the pinpoint lunar landing when 14. dow. The Apollo 13 space vehicle the Fra Mauro area and success- Fra Mauro is a flat, vast high-
in November Charles Conrad and June -- Apollo 9 commander was moved by mobile transporter ful demonstration of pinpoint land area located at 17 degrees
Alan Bean and the LM guidance James McDivitt was named man- from the NASA Kennedy Space landing techniques by the Apollo 36 minutes west longitude and 3

system steered Intrepid to land (Continued On Page 21 Center Vehicle Assembly Build- 12 mission, degrees 48 minutes south lati-
on the very edge of the Surveyor rude,, approximately 110 miles

III crater. Apollo 11 rock sample investigators east of the Apollo 12 landing
The past year at MS(; brought point in the Ocean of Storms.

not only a major share in the The site of the Fra Mauro for-

making of space history, but also tell all at Jan ary eonfere mation is an extensive geologic
recognition for the center's people to __1 ll_[_ unit covering great portions of
for their parts in making things (Continued On Page 2)

happen. For some, assignments One hundred and forty-two U.S. of invitees, in addition to the 142 wind, and organic chemistry. The

changed: veteran spaceflight crew- and foreign scientists will pre- lunar sample principal investiga- daily sessions are scheduled to Lab t@st_ _how
men became managers; other sent results of their detailed toys and their co-workers, includes begin at 9:00 am and conclude at

managers moved up the ladder analysis of Apollo 11 moon outstanding national and inter- 5:30 pm. Apollo12 camera
and still others moved into other samples at the Lunar Science Con- national scientists, the President's Samples from Tranquility Basa

fields, ference to be held in Houston Science Advisory Committee, collected by the Apollo 11 crew tub@ half burned
Chronologically, and once over January 5-8, 1970. members of the National Aero-

easy, 1969 looked like this:
January--The crew for Apollo The scientists, representing in- nautics and Space Council, uni- were distributed to 106 princi- A preliminary examination of

11 was named but it was uncer- dustry, university and govern- versity representatives, members pal investigators in the United the Apollo 12 lunar module tele-
tain whether the mission would ment laboratories throughout the of lunar and planetary subcom- States" and 36 in eight other coun- vision camera which stopped

be a landing attempt. The "go" world, have been examining for mittees, Lunar Science Institute tries. (Australia, Belgium, Eng- transmitting a usable picture from
for landing depended upon man- the past three months more than officials, and federal, state and land, Canada, Finland, Germany, the lunar surface indicates there
rating the lunar module in Apol- 1,500 separate moon samples re- local officials. Japan and Switzerland). Distri- are no mechanical or electronicturned in America's first lunar The first day of the conference bution of approximately 18 failures. The preliminary examina-tion indicates the top portion of
los 9 and 10. landing on July 20, 1969. The will be a general session covering pounds of rocks, fines and thin the tube is burned.

Late in Janua_', sea trials were four day conference represents all scientific disciplines, followed sections--about one third of the The camera's TV tube was sec-

run with the Mobile Quarantine the largest gathering of lunar sci- on succeeding days by two par- Apollo 11 lunar material--was tioned in a vacuum atmosphere,Facility out of Norfolk, Va. as
a shake-down for using the MQF entists at what is the most signi- allel sessions organized by disci- made on September 12, 1969, then underwent extensive analy-
for housing returning lunar 1and- ficant scientific meeting in the 11 pline. Invitees and principal in- following a 50-clay preliminary sis at the Westinghouse tube plant

year history of the National Aero- vestigators are expected to attend examination at the MS(2 Lunar at Elmira, New York.
ing crews.

March- Using radar, photo- nautics and Space Administration. the general sessions and the par- Receiving Laboratory (LRL). As part of the preliminary

graphic techniques, an MSC Earth Approximately 1,000 scientists, alleI sessions and expected to
Resources aircraft, staging out of university, and government offi- draw 400 to 600 per meeting. The preliminary examinations examination, the automatic lightcontrol circuit was interrupted by

Shannon, Ireland conducted sea- cials are scheduled to attend the The parallel sessions will be conducted at the LRL, disclosed cutting a wire. After the circuit
state studies over the North At- Lunar Science Conference which divided into the following disci- the Tranquility Base samples was disabled, a picture was visible
lantic, will be held at the Albert Thomas plines: mineralogy, analytical were of two basic rock types: on the lower half of a monitor,

The Lunar Receiving Labora- Exhibit and Convention Center chemistry, physical properties, (1) compacted lunar soil and, indicating the lower part of the

tory's Crew Reception Area got in downtown Houston. The list isotopes, cosmic ray and solar (2) igneous rocks, tube was functioning.
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Mexican Fiesta Trip Grad.coursesdeadline:Jan. 9
All NASA and contractor em- MSC form 75 (Application for Training) must be in no later

ployees are invited to join a trip Friday, January 9, for MSC employees who wish to take classes begin-
this February 21 to Laredo, ning Monday, February 2, at the Houston Clear Lake Graduate
Texas, for the annual George Center. Send the forms to BP2. They will be used to determine
Washington's Birthday Fiesta. whether payment of tuition and related fees by the Government can
The MSC Spanish Club is spon- be authorized.

soring the trip. The fiesta lasts Registration will be held in the PAO Briefing Room of Building
2 days. There will be bullfights, 1 on January 23, from 9:00 to 11:30 am and 1:00-3:30pm.
parades, carnivals, dancing, and Courses to be offered are:

sightseeing in both Laredo and For additional information concerning the Graduate Study Pro-Nuevo Laredo.
A bus has been chartered for gram contact the Employee Development Branch at x7311.EngineeringStatistics I

the occasion. The cost will be Continuum Mechanics I
$16 per person, round trip. Res- AdvancedHeatTransferII {convection)
ervations will be made on a first Engineering Analysis II
come first served basis. Theoryof Functionof a ComplexVariable

Selected Topics in Applied Mathematics
Special hotel accommodation AdvancedMechanics,

rates will be available. Specialproblems--seminarin LunarSciences
January 16 will be the last day Administrative Theory

to make bus reservations. Make HumanBehaviorin Organizations

checks payable to the "MSC Point Set Topology
introductionto AnalysisSpanish Club", and bring them to GeneralAstronomy

Mr. Harry Kline, Bldg 13, room ModernPhysics I
114. TheStudyof PublicAdministration

The Contact Rick, x5310, Nancy,

x4546, Harry x4564, Norm, ROUNDUPCost Reduction Bunch 4.6, or Joe, x2141 for further
information.

We reach the goal yearsof sitting preytO vandals NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER HOUSTON, TEXASand decay, the former Xanadu of
(Continued From Page 1) cattle-oil baron James M. West, EAA children's party TheRoundupis an official publicationof the NationalAeronautics

ager for Lunar Landing Opera- Sr. was restored to its earlier ele- makes TV debut and Space AdministrationManned Spacecraft Center, Houston,
Texas,and is publishedevery other Fridayby the PublicAffairs

tions in the Apollo Spacecraft gance. Once again the annual EAA Office for MSCemployees.
Program Office. New faces at MSC in October Children's Christmas Party was a

July--The goal of the decade included Frank A. Bogart, who big success. The World's Largest Editor .................................................................................. Sally kaMere
was reached when Eagle touched replaced Wesley Hjornevik as Christmas Card, flown in from staff Photographer ............................................A. "Pat" Patnesky

down at Tranquility Base and MSC Associate Director. Hjorne- Kansas City, arrived just in time
Armstrong and Aldrin planted vik left NASA to become deputy for the big event. No-No the

the United States flag on the lu- director of the Office of tcono- Clown entertained the children, tta][ll salellite hitch hikes
nar surface. The plaque on Eagle's mic Opportunity. Dr. Gent Sim- played games and signed auto-
talon said, "We came in peace mons of Massachusetts Institute graphs.
for all mankind." of Technology was named MSC Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus and with Tiros into orbit

August -- Scientists in the chief scientist, and Anthony Calio their beautiful helpers, dressed A 39-pound spacecraft designed operators at Melbourne Univer-
Mac Lunar Receiving Laboratory became MSC Director of Science in long formal dresses, sang and constructed by amateur radio sity in Australia, giving rise to
placed samples of lunar material and Applications replacing Dr. Christmas Carols and gave gifts operators, has been accepted for the "Australia" portion of its
from Apollo 11 through every Wilmot Hess, who left MSC in and favors to all the children, launch in January as a secondary name. The Radio Amateur Satel-
type of analysis known to man September to join the Environ- The news media were on hand payload aboard NASA's Tiros-M lite Corporation (AMSAT), a
to determine their origin and mental Sciences Services Adminis- to take photographs and record satellite, group of United States amateurs,whether any life forms existed in tration.
them. Scientific experiments left the events. The party thus made Launch of Tiros-M with "Aus- is preparing the satellite for
on the lunar surface continued to Dr. Persa R. Bell, Lunar Re- its big television debut at 6:15 tralis OSCAR-A" piggyback is launch, testing and qualifying it
relay data back to earth, ceiving Laboratory manager, re- pm on December 13. tentatively scheduled for January to comply with NASA require-

signed and will return early in The few gifts that were left 9 from the Western Test Range ments.
Seven USAF Manned Orbiting 1970 to the Oak Ridge National over were given to the retarded in California. Australia/OSCAR-A, the first

Laboratory astronauts joined the Laboratories.
MSC astronautgroup after the children. The piggybacksatellite was radio amateursatelliteto be ac-
MOL program was cancelled. November -- The color tele- Special thanks to all who help- built by a group of amateur radio cepted by NASA as a secondary

Two Apollo mission crews vision camera carried aboard ed make the party possible, payload, will be known as Aus-
were named: James Lovell, Apollo 10 was refurbished and trails OSCAR-5 when it is suc-

Thomas Mattingly and Fred modified for Apollo 11 lunar sur- Apollo la I THE ASTRONUTS ] cessfully in orbit.Haise to fly Apollo 13, and Alan face EVA operations. The camera Australis OSCAR-A will trans-
Shepard, Stuart Roosa and Edgar failed shortly after being unstow- (Continued From Page 1) mit low-power signals on two
Mitchell, Apollo 14. ed, but turned out to be the only amateur bands, at frequencies of

September -- The first lunar failure in the otherwise perfect the lunar surface around Mare _ 29.45 megahertz in the ten-meter

Ibrium. Expected result of a _ band and at 144.05 Mhz in the

samples from Apollo 11, totaling second manned lunar landing mis- landing there is an understanding
4.2 kilograms, were distributed sion. two-meter band.• of the nature, composition, and

to 106 American principal inves- George M. Low was nominated origin of this wide-spread forma- Gil th dtigators and 36 Pls in eight other by President Nixon to become tion. ru name
countries. NASA deputy administrator -- a

James McDivitt was named post vacant since Dr. Thomas Apollo 13 is expected to be R/_kS Fellow

manager of the Apollo Spacecraft Paine succeeded James Webb as launched from Kennedy Space MSC Director Robert R. Gil-
Program Office, replacing George administrator. Low's appointment Center, Fla., no earlier than 2:38 ruth last month was named an

M. Low who entered a holding was confirmed by the Senate in pm CST March 12. honorary Fellow of the Royal
pattern on assignment to the Di- December. Prime crew members are Space- Aeronautical Society of Great
rector's staff. MSC Deputy A similar shift at center level craft Commander James A. Lov- Britain in recognition of his "out-
George Trimble resigned to re- moved Christopher C. Kraft, Jr. ell, Command Module Pilot standing leadership in space re-
turn to private industry, into the MSC deputy director's Thomas K. Mattingly II, and search and interplanetary travel,

October -- Sovie_ cosmonauts chair. Lunar Module Pilot Fred W. culminating in the historic moon
Maj. Gen. Georgii Beregovoi and As the year came to a close, Haaise, Jr. Haise is a civilian landing in July 1969."
Konstantin Feoktistov visited many people at MSC were catch- and Mattingly is a Navy Lieuten- The presentation was made at
MS(; for a day-long tour of crew ing up on annual leave that a ant Commander; neither has the Society's Wilbur and Orville
training and Mission Control faci- four-mission schedule did not flown in space. Love/l, a NaW Wright Memorial Lecture in Lon-
lities, permit them to take earlier. Captain, is a veteran of Gemini don December 4, but because of

The Lunar Science Institute And what will 1970 bring? 7 and 12 and Apollo 8, and has Apollo 12 activities at MSC, Gil-
occupied the refurbished West Perhaps a new goal to aim to- more time in space than any '_ ruth was unable to accept the
mansion adjacent to MSC. After ward for 1980. other space pilot. ¢,un,,yof TRW',gordon *. ,outh Fellowship in person.
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1973Viki g bit M ....n s to or ars, Belated Xmas Song "

carry landers to seek life OntheTwelftbOayo,Cbr,s*-
mas my true love gave to me: i_:_;"

NASA has selected the areas objectives include the detection of

of investigation and investigators life on the planet if it exists. 12 spacecraft flying

for the Viking 1973 mission to Viking is a follow-on to the 11 downlinks dumping
mars. 1964-5, 1969 and the 1971 Marl- " " ::-'- ':

10 computers running
Viking will consist of two ir_ neE flights to Mars. The first two

strumental spacecraft which will Mars missions, in 1965 and 1969, 9 cards a punching

for the Viking 1973 mission to flybys of the planet, sent back 8 tapes a playing
be placed in orbit around Mars pictures and information on the 7 printers printing
with each spacecraft detaching a Martian atmosphere. The two

landing capsule for descent to the 1971 Mariner spacecraft will be 6 plotters plotting
surface and soft landing. Mission placed in orbit around the planet 5 mirco-films

to transmit photos of the entire

s..ea_ s surface and help locate the best 4 o'gramsGE's Cook V " landing spots for Viking. 3 bilevels

at SAMPE meet L a n g 1e y Research Center, 2 bandpass tabs

Meyer Cook of General Elec- Hampton, Va. is charged withoverall project management for and a stripchart in a pear tree.

tric Wednesday will speak to the Viking and responsibility for the J.L. Gibbons PT3
Society of Aerospace Material and lander portion of the spacecraft.
Process Engineers. Cook will .....
speak on the Interagency Data

Exchange Programandwillscreen EAAplots 1970athleticssked
a fiLm on the use of the system Sp___e-agewindmill is really OAO-II. The satellite is 10' tall and 21'
for efficient data retrieval. The MSC Employee Activities From May through August, wide with its solar arrays deployed. Weighing 4.400 pounds, it is the most

The meeting will be at the Association has outiined a 1970 men's softball will be scheduled, complex unmanned satellite ever orbited.

King's Inn with a social hour at schedule of athletic activities, with the flag football leagues

6 pm, followed by dinnermayand volleyhall tun ningpickinguPthroughinSeptember and tun- 0A0 II 11 d thiCook's talk. Reservations be Men's will from November. Men's " ca e greatest ng
made through Darrel Cox at 488- late February through April, basketball will run from Novem- th l
0910 or Steve Jacobs at 483- while Women's volleyball will bur through February 1971. since e te ese0peinvented
4564. Non-SAMPE members are
welcome, run during April and May. Federal employees and assigned Astronomers are contemplating tional. Before OAO-II w a s

military are eligible to take part the possibility that the universe launched, it took 15 years and

Somethingnew for the "Roundup" in all activities. AdditionaUy, con- may be several times larger than about 40 sounding rocket flightstractor employees are eligible to previously believed, as the result to obtain approximately three
A new column wi/1 be appearing soon in the Roundup. A participate in softball and wo- of observations from the United hours of ultraviolet data {rum

question-and-answer column, men's volleyball is open to wives States space program's first large some 150 stars.

All submissions from NASA employees will be considered for of all type employees, space observatory. The Orbiting By comparison, the sky-map-
publication and referred to the appropriate authority, the answers The E A A Beacon and the Astronomical Observatory II ping instrument package aboard

to appear in the Roundup at the earliest opportunity. Roundup will carry notices of (OAO-II) was launched by OAO-II had taken pictures con-

Send questions to the Roundup AP-3, along with your name leagues forming up. Additional NASA a little over one year ago, taining data for more than 17,000

and mail code. details may be got from EAA vice and orbits the Earth well beyond stars in each of three spectral

Suggestions as to a name for the column would be appreciated, president - athletics Dennis Do- _e obscuring effects of the at- ranges, after 169 days of oper-

too. hetty at 2741. mosphere, ation.
In studying the ultraviolet In its detailed observations of

Roundup Swap Shop radiation fromstarsandgalaxies, individual starsandotherobjects,

__ OAO-II discovered that many the University of Wisconsin ex-

galaxies are much brighter in periment studied 568 specific

(Deadline for Swap-Shop classified ad is the Thursday preceding Roundup publication date. Ads received after ultravoilet radiation than astron- objects during 1,995 observations
the deadline will be run in the next following issue. Ads are limited to MSC civil service employees and omers had expected. This means in 165 days of operation.
assigned military personnel. Maximum length is 15 words, including name, office code and home telephone These achievements had
number. Send ads in writing to Roundup Editor. AP3.) that some of the very distant

I=ETS 61 Coev.lr, 4.dr ,ed,n, automatic, good S-qt Sunbeam automatic cooker & _ galaxies are intrinsically ex- prompted some astronomers to
Twotoy poodlel,one rome& one fern.to, condition,i_ mlt.,g,, ,,igi.,; .w,,,,, m0, _,er, _; G. E. ,.,,or, $9,s_,,t..mworn. tremely bright objects. Since they rank the orbiting of OAO-II

s w,.,k,otd, s91.a4s5 ¢,pk., 9_-_Tv bsk,r & _,qtt,15;babywalk*r,$*.rS,tr,v.f appear so faint they must be with the invention of the tele-
Fr_ brown puppy, female, 10 we_(s old, WANTED & car bed, $10; S34-38!10, Bass.

will grow to 30-lb., Cooper, 944-9026 Black kitten, profer female, full or part Super 8 movie projector, Sekonk 260-S, very far Away, perhaps several scope in its importance to astron-

AUTOS pertian,Brtmton,488-4372 brlmel.ew, zoomlent, automaticthrendlng, times farther than was previously omy.
Ill Corvette Coupe, 4-speed, air, powor steer- Couple, llve-in, furnished 2.bdrm. apt., varlablo proiectlon spe_t, still & reverse,

Ing, positrlctlon, low mileage, coo owner, rent, utilities, & salary paid. Near Elllrmgton/ built-l° pilot light, $75, Ro_enl_um, 473-6991 assumed.
Snm*nski,877-4795 NASA. 946-9958, Paige, or Amann, X_I03 *rx4776 The satellite has confirmed f ]

Buick Wildcat, 4-dr hdtp, Iolded, 45,000 Yoga students NASA Ires, start Jlmullry 8, Wurlitxer organ, including many swinging
=etu,Imilel, $1650,479-4809eft(,"6 pro. exorciseformindandbody,expertInstruction, SS00,K.,,ndy, _.*0590,fret 6 pro. that hot stars lose as much as the / Prize Winning Suggestions /

61 Corvelr, 4+d¢or sedan, mutometic, good Johnson, 591-3541 Hair dryer, commercial type with pedestal, Sun's total mass in the relatively
cotldlaon, origlnM owner, 1180, Lapko, 946- Weimeraner gyp, litter registered, iverllSl_ like new, $25, Kennedy, 944.0S90 otter 6,
4311 conformation, 944-5414, Harrison Thorens 4-speed stereo turntable; Shuro short astronomical period of a

I;4 F_lrlene Stttlon w0g_n, 39,000 miles, V-8, Woman's and/or man's used 24 or 26" MTD cartridge, automatic ¢/o Base, $50, single year. The hottest stars are
air, _utomlltlc, °xctll0nt ¢ondltllon, $900, bicycle, Fair or _ c_itlotl, x4451, Dav|d. Engel, 482-7830
Wilton, S91-2217 son Frige/te auto air c_nditioner, good eonditio% also somewhat hotter than had

as Must*ng, V-8, automatic, console, power Misc. tools, jigsaw, vise; 591-4163, yon will sell for $7S, Stokholm, x 4846 or 932. beeninferred from ground-based
steering, alr, radio, extra nice, 488-2897, Ehr_nfrind 3753 after 5pm. observations. Similarly, some63 Kirmonn Ghil* convertible, _xcellent con- REAL ESTATE Will fly you anywhere et nctuil costs.

di(ion, _50, 488-3171 or x3578, Cohen Le_se 3.2.2, bullt.inSr large corner lot In Choose Cuss°as, Comma°the, eonanza, S91- slightly cooler stars are cooler
59 Triumph TR-3, excellent englner good Dickinson, Alford, 932.2857 4163, M. veto Ehrenfried than had been assumed. This

tirol, no rust, needs body work, $2_S, Lock- 3-2-2 Nassau Bay colonial, fenced, corner, Durst 606 enl|rper, 3Smm to 2V_x2V4, with

ridge, $71.2628 formal living & dining, pearled d_n, fire- variable negative mask, filters, tpy head, ex- may have important implications

68 Buick Special, automatic, air, 17,000 place, custom draped, carpeted, S'/_%, 591- cell°he, $S0, x545S, M¢Creary, 946.528S for the theory of stellar agingmiles, $2250, 944-$327 otter 5:00 pm. 2340

67 Mvst_ng fastback. 390, 4-spud, air, 3.2-2-dn, League City, brick, ¢e_ntral A/H, B(ack tuxedo, size 42 coat, 37" waist trou- and energy production.sees, $30, x4616, Willillms, or 488-2713 8ft_r
extrll, $1500, Rilney, 474-2937 liter § built-ins, carpet, 12x2_ patio, assumo 6%

sa0. Many models of the universe64 Oldsmobilo, F-85 d_tux wagon, air, pow- loan, $134/mo. Ferrell, x5026 or 932.27S4.
.r, luggage rKk, excellent tires, $800, Ruiney, Wooded lot, Oak Ridlgn North, 15-20 minutes 14' sailboat, fiberglass, ¢Jbin, 2 bunks, assume a considerable amount of
474-2937 rafter 5. to Intercontinental, 9Ox150, $4400, Newman, e_luipment includes _n©hor, compass, electrl.

cal system, cushions, etc., $1060 w/trailer, unobserved matter. The OAO-II62 Chevy 6 cyf., standard trial., _)0, HI_. 474-3497.

4846 or 932-3753.ffer5 pro. MISCELLANEOUS ,a_s, c,..,., _r41_ results indicate that, if this extra
69 74 FLH H=rley-Dividson, fully dross4d, 9S0 Mamiya/.*_)kor 528 TL, SLR camera, f2.8 Human hair fill, ash brown, cost $6S, sell

miles, need money, Suggs, 644-4631 otter 5, lens, 1/lS.1/500 see. shutter, manual or- auto for $25, like n_v, 932.3844 mass exists, it does not radiate
66 Chev°ll° SS, 396, bucket Sells, 4 speed, operation, Miller, 932-5973 Moclern walnut, 4.drawer desk, $30; modern in the ultraviolet. A consequence Kenneth Wilier° was award-

power,SI4S0,932-$983 Westinghouseuprightvacuum,excellentcon. walnut_*r,,_¢,t*_ ¢off, t,_°, S_0; t,,_, of this observation may be that ed a $750 check recently for6.5 Mustang, red, V-g, needs mechanical ditlon, Alfoed, 932-2857 sturdy 7-drawer desk, black formica top, $20;

work, very rea_)nibly priced, x4588, C. Kraft Technicolor movie club membership, Super. Danish modern sofa, $75; wooden playpen, $5, the universe is not a closed a suggestion he made to

Ret_rt$on 8 ¢lmera, projectm-, Film, screen, etc., new, Metal _,okst, nd, $a.SO, Wnde, _9-OSS4 system as predicted by Einstein's change the method for weigh-
63 Chevy Impel,, 4-dr. hdtp, fectory ,it, make offer, 645-1001. Arise* 1_,1-8 motion projector, screen, 3- ing spacecraft wire harness.

excellent shape, $800, x4616, Willi=ms, or Car top tarrier used once, adjusts to fit ill turret camera, excellettt condition, all FOr theory of general relativity.
_-m= .f.r s:=. ...., $_s, s,..to., ,32.2982 °.so,,anT, _or,=y OAO-II's performance during Mr. Willett is part of the

57 Fecal Fitrlir_ 500, needs work, b_l GE portable di,hwasher, deluxe model, ex- Ludwig drums, S-piece, mt in¢ludnd, ex. R.&Q.A. office at MSC-Down-
offer, HU11-4412, relx.lrs eell_nt eonditlon, $125, Crippew, 471.2739. eelMnt ¢ondltlon, $300, 471-4071 after 5 pro. its first year in orbit is excep- ey.
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Like some setting for a duMaurier novel, the old West mansion lurks behind as the home of the Lunar Science Institute. This photo shows the glass-less

Spanish-moss draped trees iust outside the east boundary of N_C. After lying windows covered with plywood b_fore restoration began.

vacant for 15 years, the house got a new lease on life when it was refurbished

"Spooky old ruin" now grand mansion again
When the Lunar Science Insti- panty, after some 15 years of don stages, commented that even necessary. The downstairs floors, heating facilities for the main

tute opens its doors on Monday, disuse, w_len changes had to be made, all mahogany, needed only dean- building, while the exterior of
January 5, upon the occasion of During the years when it was the design integrity of the old hag and refinishing. The heavy the quarters has re-acquired its
the Apollo 11 Lunar Science abandoned, only hobos arid van- place was considered. For ex- doors and woodwork are of such original face. Restoration of the
Conference, scientists from the dals occupied the mansion. They ample, the original house was high quality that they too need- filigree stenciling on the under-
U.S. and abroad will be walking managed to destroy every pane built without air conditioning, ed only refinishing. Mr. West's side of the roof overhang has not
into a building which will allow of glass, break every chandelier, When the problem of exposed reading room _as been retained been attempted.

them to work in an atmosphere and gouge the unique tile which air conditioning ducts arose, as a reference room, although his Neither the sunken gardens,
of dignity and comfort, decorated the baths. Percy came up with a most sue- "secret bookshelf", concealed the swimming pool, tennis courts,

Renovation of the home of Fortunately, the men and cessful solution: match the behind one row of books, is gone fish pond, outdoor fountain,
"Diamond Jim" West, once the women who tackled the job of mahogany paneling and extend it now. gazebo, nor ranch manager's home
residence which was the control restoration were both skilled and to the upper level balustrade. The The more extravagant details have been touched. Perhaps an
center for the 30,000 acre ranch determined -- determined to sal- ducts are disguised; the extension of the house have been made ambitious garden club will tackle
at Clear Lake, is now virtually vage as much of the grandeur of carries the eye upward; the functional. For example, the the job of restoring the grounds
complete. Some artistic touches the old place as possible, balustrade unites the whole. Wests maintained a 20x30' kitch- to their once well-kept state.
remain -- a few small ceiling S.V. Percy, the architect who Some 30' over_ead, the ma- en of restaurant quality in spite of
stencils are incomplete -- but the s u p e r v i s e d the restoration hogany ceiling in the main hall the fact that only three of their In all, the mansion is far from
house is again ready for occu- through the design and construc- retains its original artwork, only family ever lived in the house, opulent. It is, however, dignified,

slightly retouched. This kitchen has been converted comfortable, and impressive. It

Major alterations occured in into workspace. A small kitch- has a "tone" about it which will

""_- only a few rooms. The solarium, enette is now the only cooking contribute to the discussions and

originally done in "1930 Holly- facility. The 10x12' walk-in meat research which will be carried on

._ wood", to use the architect's locker and the rest of the 4- there. And it is a triumph for a
_ _" words, with green marble floors, bedroom servants' quarters now now grand, once "spooky" old
tq_, black-and-white plaster embel- house the air-conditioning and mansion.

fished fireplace, marblebenches,
and indoor fountain, has been
transformed into a sunny meeting
room. The speakers' rostrum has

replaced the fotmtain, and up-
( holstered chairs serve instead of

marble.

The elder West's own bath-
room was sacrificed as well. The

15' octagonal room has been
made into an office. The marble

_- masseur'stable,thesteamcabi-
net, the commode set upon a
pedestal, the shower with eight
nozzlesalongthesides,onenoz-
zle overhead, the 12" gold-on-
blacktile squareswithroaring

:_ lions heads---al/ are gone now.
Elsewhere, however, the baths

_ have been restored, including one
_ ,,-_._1_ bath with blue tile from Tunisia.

"_ The sleeping porch, necessary
during air-condltion-less summers,
will become a map room. Bed-

An arched hallway with sagging and peeling plaster gives a hint rooms will be offices. Someone must have lain on his back for almost as long as

of the former grandeur of the mansion, which for the most part, The house was so well-built Michelangelo did ir_ painting the Sistine Chapel to decorate these

was designed in "1930 Hollywood." that virtually no "gutting" was mahogany-paneled beams in the main hall.


